Changes in alpha-fetoprotein and albumin synthesis rates and their levels during fetal and neonatal development of rat brain.
An attempt was made to find a correlation between AFP and albumin levels in brain and their rates of synthesis in the brain cells during maturation of rat brain. Levels of alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) and albumin in the developing brain were studied by rocket immunoassay. Rate of synthesis of AFP and albumin in brain cell cultures, established from rat brain at various stages of development, were determined by incorporation of [14C]leucine into immuno-precipitable intracellular AFP and albumin. AFP and albumin levels in brain as well as rates of their synthesis by brain cells in culture registered a continuous decline during development. Synthesis of AFP and albumin in the brain is switched off after first week of postnatal life with a concomitant disappearance of these proteins from the brain. Levels of AFP and albumin in brain correlated well with rates of their synthesis by brain cells in vitro at any specific stage of brain maturation implying that levels of AFP and albumin in brain are regulated by controlling rates of their synthesis in the maturing brain cells.